
1ST PERIOD EXAMPLE     Night Ch.1-4 Theme Analysis Quote Integration Chart 

What is Wiesel’s message to all 
readers about humanity? 
Cruelty? Oppression? Faith? 
Resilience? Family? Survival?  

Write a theme here.  
 
It can only take one 
traumatic experience to 
dehumanize someone. 

Prove it with evidence! Find and copy a direct quote from 
the text that supports your theme. Remember, a quote needs 

to be copied word-for-word in quotation marks. 
 
“Never shall I forget the nocturnal silence that deprived 
me for all eternity of the desire to live.”  
 
 
 

Author’s last name: Wiesel   Page #: 34 
 

The quote is an example of which device? Check all that apply. 

 
 

o Characterization (which type? ___________of who? ____________)          

o Figurative language (which? _______________________________) 
o Imagery (which type? ___________________________________) 

o Conflict (which type? ___________________________________) 
o Plot (which part? ______________________________________) 

o Foreshadowing 
o Symbolism 

o Other: ______________________________________________                        
 

 

Use this chart to fully integrate the quote you copied in the box above.  

1) CONTEXT                    background info                                 
What happens in the text BEFORE the quote? 

2) BLENDED SENTENCE transition context speaker 
Your lead-in (TCS) + part of QUOTE + citation. 

3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT    analyze device first 
Argue how your quote supports your THEME. 

 
During the selection process, Elie and his father 
are headed in the direction of the crematorium. 
At the last second, they are ordered to turn left 
and head to the barracks.  
 

 
After realizing he survived, Elie reflects, “never 
shall I forget the nocturnal silence that deprived 
me for all eternity of the desire to live” (Wiesel 
34).  

 
Elie uses “nocturnal silence” to represent evil and 
darkness. It only took one night of horrific 
experiences in the concentration camp for Elie to 
lose his will to survive.  

 

Use these checklists to improve your work. If you completed each bullet point listed below accurately, then check it off. If you did not complete it accurately on 
the first try, then do not check it off, but instead be sure to make the necessary changes before you put it all together in the box at the bottom of this page.  

1) CONTEXT                               2) BLENDED SENTENCE  3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT  
o Context is accurate and clear (Provides background info; Sets 

up situation for reader; “Who is speaking to who? Where? Why?”) 

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 1-2 sentences in length 

 

o Includes blended lead in (Transition, Character, Action, Setting) 

o Uses vivid and varied word choice (no repetition; avoids 

“says”, “states”, “tells” etc., uses descriptive dialogue tags) 

o Quote is relevant to and supports claim (theme) 

o Quote is copied from text & only essential parts are used 
(not too long/short; use ellipsis … to skip words & brackets [to add]  

o Uses accurate quote conventions (capitalization, comma, 

quotation marks, period after parenthesis) 

o Includes accurate MLA in-text citation (author last name 

capitalized & spelled correctly space page # in parenthesis at end)  

o 1 sentence in length  

o Explanation is accurate and clear (specific, detailed, & 

insightful; not just summary; no repetition) 

o Connection successfully relates quote to theme. (This is the 

most important part!)  

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o No “this shows”, “this proves”, “I think”, “I believe”, etc.  

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 2-3 sentences in length 
 

Put it all together in this box! (Steps 1+2+3 from boxes above written in paragraph form. Remember to make changes from the checklist above if needed!) 

 
 
 
 



2nd PERIOD EXAMPLE     Night Ch.1-4 Theme Analysis Quote Integration Chart 

What is Wiesel’s message to all 
readers about humanity? 
Cruelty? Oppression? Faith? 
Resilience? Family? Survival?  

Write a theme here.  
 
Devastating events can 
cause people to give up 
hope.  

Prove it with evidence! Find and copy a direct quote from 
the text that supports your theme. Remember, a quote needs 

to be copied word-for-word in quotation marks. 
 
“Never shall I forget the nocturnal silence that deprived 
me for all eternity of the desire to live.” 
 
 

Author’s last name: Wiesel    Page #: 34 
 

The quote is an example of which device? Check all that apply. 

 
 

o Characterization (which type? ___________of who? ____________)          

o Figurative language (which? _______________________________) 
o Imagery (which type? ___________________________________) 

o Conflict (which type? ___________________________________) 
o Plot (which part? ______________________________________) 

o Foreshadowing 
o Symbolism 

o Other: ______________________________________________                        
 

 

Use this chart to fully integrate the quote you copied in the box above.  

1) CONTEXT          background info                      
What happens in the text BEFORE the quote? 

2) BLENDED SENTENCE transition context speaker 
Your lead-in (TCS) + part of QUOTE + citation. 

3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT    analyze device first 
Argue how your quote supports your THEME. 

 
During the selection process, Elie contemplates 
suicide as he and his father are ordered to walk 
toward the crematorium.  
 
 

 
After realizing they were heading to the barracks 
instead of the gas chamber, Elie reflects, “Never 
shall I forget the nocturnal silence that deprived 
me for all eternity of the desire to live” (Wiesel 
34).  

 
Elie uses night to symbolize darkness and evil. It 
only takes one night in the concentration camp 
for Elie to lose the will to survive.  

 

Use these checklists to improve your work. If you completed each bullet point listed below accurately, then check it off. If you did not complete it accurately on 
the first try, then do not check it off, but instead be sure to make the necessary changes before you put it all together in the box at the bottom of this page.  

1) CONTEXT                               2) BLENDED SENTENCE  3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT  
o Context is accurate and clear (Provides background info; Sets 

up situation for reader; “Who is speaking to who? Where? Why?”) 

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 1-2 sentences in length 

 

o Includes blended lead in (Transition, Character, Action, Setting) 

o Uses vivid and varied word choice (no repetition; avoids 

“says”, “states”, “tells” etc., uses descriptive dialogue tags) 

o Quote is relevant to and supports claim (theme) 

o Quote is copied from text & only essential parts are used 
(not too long/short; use ellipsis … to skip words & brackets [to add]  

o Uses accurate quote conventions (capitalization, comma, 

quotation marks, period after parenthesis) 

o Includes accurate MLA in-text citation (author last name 

capitalized & spelled correctly space page # in parenthesis at end)  

o 1 sentence in length  

o Explanation is accurate and clear (specific, detailed, & 

insightful; not just summary; no repetition) 

o Connection successfully relates quote to theme. (This is the 

most important part!)  

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o No “this shows”, “this proves”, “I think”, “I believe”, etc.  

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 2-3 sentences in length 
 

Put it all together in this box! (Steps 1+2+3 from boxes above written in paragraph form. Remember to make changes from the checklist above if needed!) 

 
 
 
 

 



7th PERIOD EXAMPLE     Night Ch.1-4 Theme Analysis Quote Integration Chart 

What is Wiesel’s message to all 
readers about humanity? 
Cruelty? Oppression? Faith? 
Resilience? Family? Survival?  

Write a theme here.  
 
Humanity can be lost in 
times of great despair.  

Prove it with evidence! Find and copy a direct quote from 
the text that supports your theme. Remember, a quote needs 

to be copied word-for-word in quotation marks. 
 
“Never shall I forget the nocturnal silence that deprived 
me for all eternity of the desire to live.”  
 
 
 

Author’s last name: Wiesel    Page #: 34 
 

The quote is an example of which device? Check all that apply. 

 
 

o Characterization (which type? ___________of who? ____________)          

o Figurative language (which? _______________________________) 
o Imagery (which type? ___________________________________) 

o Conflict (which type? ___________________________________) 
o Plot (which part? ______________________________________) 

o Foreshadowing 
o Symbolism 

o Other: ______________________________________________                        
 

 

Use this chart to fully integrate the quote you copied in the box above.  

1) CONTEXT                   background info                                  
What happens in the text BEFORE the quote? 

2) BLENDED SENTENCE   transition context speaker 
Your lead-in (TCS) + part of QUOTE + citation. 

3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT    analyze device first 
Argue how your quote supports your THEME. 

 
Elie, his father, and other prisoners march 
towards the crematorium as he contemplates 
suicide.  
 

 
After realizing he has been selected to live, Elie 
reflects, “Never shall I forget the nocturnal 
silence that deprived me for all eternity of the 
desire to live” (Wiesel 34).  

 
Elie uses night to symbolize darkness, evil, and 
the horrific events of the Holocaust. It only takes 
one night in the concentration camp for Elie to 
lose his will to survive.  

 

Use these checklists to improve your work. If you completed each bullet point listed below accurately, then check it off. If you did not complete it accurately on 
the first try, then do not check it off, but instead be sure to make the necessary changes before you put it all together in the box at the bottom of this page.  

1) CONTEXT                               2) BLENDED SENTENCE  3) EXPLAIN & CONNECT  
o Context is accurate and clear (Provides background info; Sets 

up situation for reader; “Who is speaking to who? Where? Why?”) 

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 1-2 sentences in length 

 

o Includes blended lead in (Transition, Character, Action, Setting) 

o Uses vivid and varied word choice (no repetition; avoids 

“says”, “states”, “tells” etc., uses descriptive dialogue tags) 

o Quote is relevant to and supports claim (theme) 

o Quote is copied from text & only essential parts are used 
(not too long/short; use ellipsis … to skip words & brackets [to add]  

o Uses accurate quote conventions (capitalization, comma, 

quotation marks, period after parenthesis) 

o Includes accurate MLA in-text citation (author last name 

capitalized & spelled correctly space page # in parenthesis at end)  

o 1 sentence in length  

o Explanation is accurate and clear (specific, detailed, & 

insightful; not just summary; no repetition) 

o Connection successfully relates quote to theme. (This is the 

most important part!)  

o Written in present tense (“He is saying” and “He said” become 

“He says”) 

o No “this shows”, “this proves”, “I think”, “I believe”, etc.  

o Uses formal language (no 1st/2nd person pronouns such as “I”, 

“my”, or “you”, and no contractions so “can’t” = “cannot” and 

“it’s” = “it is” etc.) 

o 2-3 sentences in length 
 

Put it all together in this box! (Steps 1+2+3 from boxes above written in paragraph form. Remember to make changes from the checklist above if needed!) 

 
 
 

 
 



 


